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These days, a trip to the supermarket requires a little soul-searching and lots of label reading:
organic, sustainable, local, seasonal, low-carb, low-cal, gluten-free, sugar-free of charge, GMO-free,
vegan, vegetarian, raw, and Paleo.t so easy.health food”s more than enough to cause you to throw
your hands in the air--and then right inside the fridge for a few pie.Eating healthy nowadays actually
just means eating clean, or choosing entire foods sourced from the planet earth with minimal
processing and fewest possible ingredients that appear to be hair dye. Real food is the science-
backed method to good health and an improved body. It’ Figure out how to make 50 smarter
choices in the supermarket and 150 cleaner, fast meals at home, all of which will help you lose fat
when you enjoy real food that tastes great--and it actually includes genuine pie.t find any of that
here. Eating clean isn't about counting calories or grams of carbs, or getting tricked by “However
eating clean day after day isn’ When did eating become so fussy? That’s why the editors in
Avoidance created Eat Clean, Stay Lean--your easy-to-use, visual guidebook to raised health,
delicious food, and a more slimmer you. imposters, so you won’
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In short, a pretty good cookbook. Then it moves on to grains which means you obtain three for
grains-cereal, then three grains- granola , etc.You can find no nutrition facts at all. I've gotten plenty
of good information from this book. It's not complicated and makes sense. The Almond Chai
Scones had been good, as was the Cremini Egg Drop Soup. The Slow-Cooker Tempeh Curry With
Cauliflower was alright, but not great. Whenever I get over spending money on something I already
have (albeit in a different format), I'll probably choose the paper version too. Lots of wonderful super
easy to make and incredibly healthy receipts This book is quite informational and everyone should
read it to access least some information of today's food we eat and what to look for when you are
in the store to ensure you make healthy choices for your household. Each section introduces an
ingredient, like BBQ sauce. For example, using coconut milk to create an egg frittata; it tasted great
and was very easy! The sweet potato and kale dish made with coconut milk and some lime juice
was also quite tasty and a great hit. But for several simple elements, like nut butters and BBQ
sauce, amongst others, they suggest store-bought packaged products and do not include recipes.
Up to now, real good. Five Stars Good clean meals Five Stars all good things11 Three Stars Not
really any new details. My family and I are very much into healthy eating, but we didn't have so
much information about how to search for the better food in the stores, that is very important to
learn and I feel great about knowing it. Fundamentally it says to consume organic entire foods. It
might be much easier with the paper edition. - really!I assume I expected a lot more recipes. They
will have 30 little categories with three recipes in each one. So three for proteins- beef, three for
proteins- poultry, three proteins- salmon. I right now wish I got bought the paper version as I refer
back again to it for recipes or just to research something. I don't think I want recipes for carbonated
drinks & iced tea. Healthy Eating Great book with lots of healthy quality recipes and choices. A must
have. Additionally, there is no index... Decent recipes, omitted dietary info, bad Kindle version I
actually checked a physical duplicate of this book from the library to evaluate it, before deciding to
get the Kindle edition. You have to page through the entire thing to see the dishes.I'll start with the
nice. I tried several recipes from this cookbook, and all had been good. Slow-Cooked Pulled Pork
Sandwich with Citrus Garlic Aioli is definitely under Grains, presumably because it's served on bread
(although the breads is shown as optional, and bean burgers, also served on rolls, are filed under
Proteins). I'm a vegetarian and although it does have references and recipes for meat, that's not the
entire book. I'm happy with the buy. The Black Bean and Mushrooms Burgers tasted good, but the
texture left something to be desired.We docked the book 1 star due to that which was omitted. As
others possess pointed out, there is absolutely no nutritional information at all. Given that this is a
health food cookbook, this omission makes no sense. Another omission was some basic recipes.
The elements in many of the recipes are ones that I already make use of -- like coconut milk -- but
I hadn't thought of combining them in the ways suggested by these recipes. To create matters
worse, the way the recipes are organized helps it be incredibly difficult to find anything. In several
situations, like BBQ sauce, it lists the cleanest edition as the store-bought variant, as opposed to the
homemade option and then doesn't add a recipe. They list homemade veggie burgers as the
cleanest options, and include dishes. They list homemade broth because the cleanest options you
need to include recipes, including one for bone broth. That is great way to add healthy fats into
your daily diet in uncomplicated quality recipes that don't take that lengthy to make. It's actually
puzzling.I also deducted one star for the Kindle version, that is really, really frustrating to use. The
Desk of Contents lists the sections in the book - Fruits and Veggies, Proteins, Grains, etc. When
you select among the sections, it takes you to the start of that section. Suggest this book to others
looking to consume clean. While I would give the physical version 4 stars, I deducted one for the
Kindle edition due to various problems.. So again, there is no strategy to use locate and go right to



a recipe. It lists the not-clean edition of the ingredient, the the clean choice, and the cleanest. For
example, Honey-Soy Glazed Baked Tofu with Vegetables is certainly under Pantry Staples and
Cooking food Styles. Recipes are excellent! I would recommend the Chicken-Veggie Ramen in a Jar
(I prepared it for dinner so I used broth instead of water + bouillon powder), which my husband
really liked. This is something that can be easily fixed, and I hope it is. But for now, that's a serious
issue.Great reference I borrowed this reserve from the digital library and liked it thus much that I
purchased a digital version of it. Good, quick quality recipes for weeknights, more often than not.
Most seem to be for two people, which is a plus for my two-person household (but if you have
kids, be aware that you may have to scale quality recipes up). Steer clear of the Kindle version.
Great recipes to increase usage of healthy fats Usually when I buy cookbooks, I end up not using
most of the recipes, but with that one, things are different. Lots of wonderful extremely easy to
make and incredibly healthy receipts. Suggest it to anyone looking for vegetarian recipes. Also I
have shared details I've learned from this book with numerous others. Sending it back. I am looking
forward to next reserve by Dr.Wendy BazilianThank you!Dr. Bazilain is great and she knows so
much more than any doctor I've visited.I was searching for a cookbook/informative reserve on
eating clean. Thanks! No doctor offers you such an excellent advises (or if nay at all) on the food
we consume and how we have to change our diets to stay healthful. Bought one for myself and
one as a gift. There's no linked list of recipes either at the beginning of the section or the TOC. This
book is good and has great recipes to try This book is good and has great recipes to try. But if
you're on a spending budget it seems to be a little over wheming . But, take the time to browse the
book. Thanks! Well written and informative Clearly written with guidelines and recipes. Don't bother,
this publication isn't worth it. Four Stars Thank you Great book Loved the Book! Therefore is
normally Porcini Mushroom Manicotti with Homemade Ricotta Cheese. I have bought this book for
myself, for my family and several friends. Five Stars Great information great quality recipes. Five
Stars Good beneficial cookbook for Clean eating
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